AWS re/Start Training
Program at NCI
Bringing new career opportunities to
Southern Virginia
New College Institute (NCI), in a collaborative effort with Amazon
Web Services (AWS), offers a new opportunity for Virginians to
start a new career in the fast-growing field of cloud computing.

Cloud computing skills are the most in demand
hard skill by employers in 2019.
AWS re/Start and NCI Work Together to
Build Local Talent
AWS re/Start Training program at NCI provides cloud computing
skills development and job training that prepares learners for
entry-level careers in the cloud.
The program builds local talent by providing AWS Cloud skills
development and job opportunities to unemployed or
underemployed populations.

AWS re/Start is collaborating with NCI, a statefunded educational entity in Martinsville, VA,
that advances economic and educational
attainment and research opportunities. NCI
will help support learners throughout the AWS
re/Start program and help learners launch a
career in the cloud.
AWS re/Start Training
Each cohort of learners, supported by professional mentors and
accredited trainers, completes a 12-week training featuring realworld scenario-based learning, hands-on labs, and coursework.

Additionally, the training:
• Provides learners with resume and interview coaching to
		 prepare for employer meetings and interviews to launch an
		 entry-level cloud career.
• Includes topics such as adaptive communication, time
		 management, and collaboration.
• Connects learners with potential hiring employers.
• Provides feedback on growth areas to prepare them for
		 future success.

Career Opportunities
AWS re/Start program alumni pursue entry-level cloud roles in
operations, site reliability, and infrastructure support. They can
provide frontline support, escalate issues effectively, carry out
initial troubleshooting, and automate manual tasks.

AWS re/Start and NCI are excited to collaborate
to build an inclusive and diverse global pipeline
of new cloud talent by focusing on unemployed,
underemployed, and transitioning populations
and helping them launch entry-level cloud careers.
NCI Opens Doors
NCI brings unparalleled opportunities to attain the career skills and
education needed to succeed and prosper in today’s ever-changing
economy. NCI partners with leaders in industry, Virginia colleges,
and K-12 education systems to offer innovative ways to gain new
corporate skills and education in new and emerging fields.
NCI partners with companies to offer programs and training that
advance careers and build the skills necessary in technology and
other high-growth sectors. With online programs and on-site
classes in Martinsville, Virginia, NCI offers flexible opportunities
that advance your education and career goals.
Learn more at

www.newcollegeinstitute.org

